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ABSTRACT8

Downward wave coupling (DWC) is an important process that characterizes the dynamical9

coupling between the stratosphere and troposphere via planetary wave reflection. A recent10

modeling study indicated that natural forcing factors, including sea-surface temperature11

variability and quasi-biennial oscillation, influence DWC and the associated surface impact12

in the Northern Hemisphere (NH). In light of this, we further investigate how DWC in the NH13

is affected by anthropogenic forcings, using a fully coupled chemistry-climate model CESM114

(WACCM). The results indicate that the occurrence of DWC is significantly suppressed15

in the future, starting later in the seasonal cycle, with more events concentrated in late16

winter (February-March). The future decrease in DWC events is associated with enhanced17

wave absorption in the stratosphere due to increased greenhouse gases. The enhanced wave18

absorption is manifest as more absorbing types of stratospheric sudden warmings, with more19

events concentrated in early winter. This early winter condition leads to a delay in the20

development of the upper stratospheric reflecting surface, resulting in a shift in the seasonal21

cycle of DWC towards late winter.22

The tropospheric responses to DWC events in the future exhibit different spatial patterns23

compared to those of the past. In the North Atlantic sector, DWC-induced circulation24

changes are characterized by a poleward shift and an eastward extension of the tropospheric25

jet, while in the North Pacific sector, the circulation changes are characterized by a weakening26

of the tropospheric jet. These responses are consistent with a change in the pattern of DWC-27

induced synoptic-scale eddy-mean flow interaction.28
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1. Introduction29

Vertical propagation of planetary waves represents one of the most fundamental processes30

involved in the linkage between the tropospheric and stratospheric circulation. Planetary31

waves are generated in the troposphere by orographic and/or non-orographic forcing and32

propagate upward into the stratosphere where they either break and induce a downward-33

propagating zonal-mean wind anomalies (e.g., Kodera et al. 1990; Baldwin and Dunkerton34

2001, Lubis et al. 2018), or they are reflected downward toward the troposphere (Perlwitz35

and Harnik 2003). The heat and momentum transports via planetary waves are crucial in36

controlling key aspects of middle and high latitude climate, including the distribution of37

temperature and ozone, midlatitude tropospheric jet, and stratospheric westerlies.38

In recent years evidence has accumulated that changes in the stratosphere can have39

a significant impact on the troposphere via downward planetary wave reflection from the40

stratosphere to the troposphere, known as downward wave coupling (DWC e.g., Perlwitz41

and Harnik 2003; Shaw et al. 2010; Shaw and Perlwitz 2013; Lubis et al. 2016a, 2017). DWC42

events occur when upward-propagating waves reach the stratosphere and then get reflected43

downward toward the troposphere, where they impact the wave and circulation (Perlwitz and44

Harnik 2003; Shaw et al. 2010; Lubis et al. 2016a, 2017). Many episodes of DWC are tied to45

the so-called bounded wave geometry of the stratospheric basic state, which is characterized46

by a vertical reflecting surface in the upper stratosphere and a well-defined high-latitude47

meridional waveguide in the lower stratosphere (e.g., Harnik and Lindzen 2001; Shaw et al.48

2010; Lubis et al. 2016a, 2017). Recent research has revealed that DWC has a significant49

impact on the tropospheric circulation and surface climate over the North Atlantic region50

during midwinter (Shaw and Perlwitz 2013; Shaw et al. 2014; Dunn-Sigouin and Shaw 2015;51

Lubis et al. 2016a). DWC signals in the troposphere resemble a positive phase of the North-52

Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), characterized by a poleward tropospheric jet shift in the North53

Atlantic sector (Shaw and Perlwitz 2013; Dunn-Sigouin and Shaw 2015; Lubis et al. 2016a).54

This tropospheric circulation change is intimately linked to a net acceleration of the polar55
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vortex in the stratosphere, arising from the Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux divergence induced by56

DWC events (e.g., Dunn-Sigouin and Shaw 2015). More recently, Lubis et al. (2016a) showed57

that the tropospheric response to DWC is dominated by eddy-mean flow feedbacks which are58

excited by the initial downward wave reflection. In particular, following the wave-1 reflection59

in the stratosphere, a wave-1 geopotential height anomaly-like pattern emerges in the high60

latitude troposphere. This anomaly gives rise to increased winds in the high-latitude North61

Atlantic sector, as indicated by a poleward shift of the tropospheric jet, and an anomalous62

positive NAO-like response. This positive NAO-like response is further strengthened by63

synoptic-scale eddy feedback due to changes in lower level baroclinicity induced by increased64

vertical wind shear and SST forcing. Thus, a better knowledge of DWC and the involved65

mechanisms will help to improve the representation of tropospheric circulation and surface66

climate in climate models.67

The influence of future anthropogenic climate change on the NH winter stratosphere has68

been discussed in great detail in model studies using 21st Century GHG emission scenarios69

(e.g., Charlton-Perez et al. 2008; Ayarzaguena et al. 2013; Manzini et al. 2014). Under the70

Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 8.5 scenario, Manzini et al. (2014) showed that71

the majority of CMIP5 models predict a weaker stratospheric zonal-mean wind at high lati-72

tudes in the NH winter. This result is supported by the majority of general circulation model73

(GCM) studies that show an increase in the frequency of SSW in response to increased GHG74

forcing (e.g., Butchart et al. 2000; Charlton-Perez et al. 2008; Bell et al. 2010; Ayarzaguena75

et al. 2013; Schimanke et al. 2013). One of the possible mechanisms that lead to such an76

increase is the upward shift in the location of critical layers, which leads to more waves77

penetrating and converging into the subtropical lower stratosphere, due to strengthening of78

the upper flanks of the subtropical jet (Shepherd and McLandress 2011). Other mechanisms79

are based on idealized model simulations, and show that an increased energy cascade from80

organization of baroclinic eddies (Tung and Orlando 2003) would cause enhanced upward81

propagation of large-scale planetary waves into the subtropical stratosphere (Eichelberger82
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and Hartmann 2005). Recent studies using an atmospheric chemistry-climate model (CCM)83

(Oberlnder et al. 2013; Ayarzaguena et al. 2013), show that a deepening of the Aleutian Low84

in response to climate change could also lead to enhanced upward wave propagation into85

the stratosphere, through positive interference of wave activity. The aforementioned studies86

have thus demonstrated a range of mechanisms by which upward-propagating waves lead to87

a weakening of the polar vortex under GHG-induced climate change. However the effect of88

DWC on the stratosphere and troposphere under future climate change in the NH, has never89

been considered. In this study, we extend these investigations by using a state-of-the-art90

chemistry climate model CESM1(WACCM), which has both a fully resolved stratosphere91

and a fully coupled ocean. In this way the significance of coupled ocean feedbacks in, for92

example, generating ocean-land contrasts and shaping the tropospheric response to DWC,93

as well as the importance of atmospheric chemistry for vortex variability are included.94

Using a set of sensitivity simulations with CESM1(WACCM), consisting of a number of95

single natural forcing experiments (i.e., anthropogenic GHGs and ozone depleting substances96

(ODSs) are kept constant at 1960s levels), Lubis et al. (2016a) showed that natural forcing97

factors including SST and QBO are equally important in establishing a correct representa-98

tion of DWC in the CCM. Excluding SST (QBO) forcing caused the DWC frequency to drop99

(increase) significantly. In addition, the QBO and SST variability also influence the tropo-100

spheric response to DWC, both through a modification of wave propagation and interaction101

with the mean flow in the stratosphere, and through a modification of the synoptic-scale102

eddy-mean flow feedbacks which are excited by the initial downward wave reflection (Lubis103

et al. 2016a). On the other hand, the role of anthropogenic forcing factors, including GHGs104

and ODSs on DWC, has so far only been examined in the SH (Shaw et al. 2011). Using a105

suite of NASA’s Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS) chemistry-climate model simula-106

tions, Shaw et al. (2011) showed that a significantly increased DWC in the SH spring, in the107

period of past ozone depletion can be attributed mainly to increased anthropogenic ODSs,108

while there is no significant change in the occurrence of DWC events in response to future109
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GHG forcing. However, the relative importance of theses anthropogenic forcing factors on110

DWC in the NH still remains unknown and will be addressed within this study.111

The goal of the present study is to investigate the impact of future anthropogenic cli-112

mate change on DWC in the NH winter stratosphere, particularly how their seasonality will113

change in the future, and how different anthropogenic forcings (GHG and ODSs) individually114

influence the occurrence of these events. We focus only on total planetary waves with zonal115

wave number 1, since it is the dominant source of DWC in the NH (Perlwitz and Harnik116

2003). In addition, we also examine how these anthropogenic forcings can affect the down-117

ward influence of DWC on troposphere-surface climate in the future. To this end, we use118

different transient and timeslice simulations with a fully coupled chemistry climate model119

(CESM1[WACCM]) to investigate the impact of anthropogenic climate change on DWC and120

the underlying mechanisms. A description of the data, model experiments, and method is121

given in section 2. Section 3 describes the influence of future anthropogenic climate change122

on the background states, wave-mean flow interaction and DWC. In section 4, we assess the123

impact of DWC on future troposphere-surface climate over the North Atlantic and North124

Pacific sectors. The paper concludes with a summary and discussion in section 5.125

2. Model, experiments, and methods126

a. Model and experimental details127

All simulations used in this study were performed within the National Center for Atmo-128

spheric Research (NCAR) Community Earth System Model (CESM) version 1.0.2, a fully129

coupled global Earth system model, which contains an interactive ocean, land, sea-ice, and130

atmosphere components (Gent et al. 2011; Hurrell et al. 2013). The Whole Atmosphere131

Community Climate Model (WACCM) version 4 (Marsh et al. 2013) is used for the atmo-132

sphere component with 66 standard vertical levels (up to 5.1 × 10−6 hPa or ∼ 140 km) and133

the horizontal resolution of 1.90 latitude × 2.50 longitude. The model is coupled with inter-134
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active atmospheric chemistry, which is calculated within the 3-D chemical transport Model135

of Ozone and Related Chemical Tracers, Version 3 (MOZART-3; Kinnison et al. 2007). The136

model includes a total of 59 species, such as Ox, NOx, HOx, ClOx, BrOx, and CH4, and 217137

gas phase chemical reactions (Marsh et al. 2013). The interactive radiation and chemistry138

are implemented from the surface up to the lower thermosphere, so that some important139

processes in the middle atmosphere, such as ion chemistry, auroral processes, and nonlocal140

thermodynamic equilibrium radiation, are simulated (Marsh et al. 2013).141

To investigate the influence of anthropogenic climate change on Northern Hemisphere142

DWC between the stratosphere and troposphere, we performed one long-term transient (TR)143

simulation with varying radiative forcings covering the period from 1955 to 2099 (145 years,144

Table 1). This simulation is forced with GHGs and ODSs following observations until 2005145

and the RCP 8.5 scenario1 (Meinshausen et al. 2011) out to the year 2100 (hereafter referred146

as the TR-RCP8.5 run). This simulation includes a representation of the QBO, implemented147

by relaxing equatorial zonal winds between 22oS and 22oN toward observation following148

Matthes et al. (2010) and extended into the future by projecting Fourier coefficients of the149

oscillation2. The solar spectral irradiance is specified as spectrally resolved daily variations150

obtained from the model of Lean et al. (2005). This simulation is run with interactive ocean151

and sea ice. In addition, a 145-yr control simulation (hereafter refer to CTRL run) is also152

used in which the model is run with fixed GHGs and ODSs at 1960s levels (i.e., no varying153

radiative forcing over the whole simulation period), so that the internal variability may be154

estimated. All other settings are equivalent to the TR-RCP8.5 simulation. Both model155

simulations (TR-RCP8.5 and CTRL) are initialized using initial files for January 1955 from156

a CESM-piControl experiment3, from the CESM contribution to CMIP5, which runs for157

1The radiative forcing reaches a maximum of ∼8.5 W m−2 in 2100.
2The QBO is projected into the future by developing Fourier coefficients for the QBO time series based

on climatological values of Giorgetta (http://www.pa.op.dlr.de/CCMVal/Forcings/qbo\data\ccmval\u_

profile_195301-200412.html) from the past records (1954-2004).
3http://www.cgd.ucar.edu/ccr/strandwg/CMIP5 experiment list.html
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several hundred years to reach an equilibrium state in the ocean. Future changes in DWC158

characteristics are assessed by comparing the last 40 winters of TR-RCP8.5 (2060-2099,159

”future”) with the first 40 ones (1960-1999, ”past”).160

We also employ different timeslice (TS) simulations of about 40 years with the same161

model which include separate changes in concentrations in GHG or ODS for present and162

projected future climate. TS simulations are climate model experiments which repeat all or163

most external forcings for a specific year while other follow a observed or projected record164

(e.g., Ayarzaguena et al. 2013). In our setup, the TS-GHG experiment uses seasonally vary-165

ing surface emissions of ODSs at 1960s levels, in combination with surface emissions of GHGs166

at 2080s levels. As for the TS-ODS experiment, ODSs at 2080 levels in combination with167

surface emissions of GHGs at 1960s levels are used. All TS experiments are initialized using168

the background state from year 2080 of the TR-RCP8.5 run. All other external forcings (e.g.169

aerosols, NO2 aircraft emissions) are averaged +/-5 years around 2080 for both TS experi-170

ments. These sensitivity simulations allow us to isolate the influence of each anthropogenic171

forcing (GHG and ODS) on DWC. A detailed description of each TR and TS simulation is172

provided in Table 1.173

b. Wave diagnostics174

We use a time-lagged singular value decomposition (SVD) analysis to separate upward175

and downward propagating planetary wave signals between the stratosphere and tropo-176

sphere (Perlwitz and Harnik 2003; Lubis et al. 2016a, 2017). This diagnostic isolates the177

leading coupled modes that represent the maximum covariance between two daily geopoten-178

tial heights of zonal wavenumber k at two pressure levels (500 hPa and 10 hPa) for each179

time lag τ separately. The maximum relationship between the two wave fields is deter-180

mined by the correlation of temporal expansion coefficients (A an B) of the leading coupled181

mode
[
Ak(t), Bk(t+ τ)

]
. The daily temporal expansion coefficients are calculated follow-182

ing Bretherton et al. (1992), in which each grid point data is linearly projected onto its183
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corresponding EOFs as:184

Ak(t) =

Mp∑
i=1

V k
i Pi (t) = VT

k P (t) (1)

185

Bk(t+ τ) =
Ms∑
j=1

Uk
j Sj (t+ τ) = UT

k S(t+ τ). (2)

where P and S signify daily tropospheric and stratospheric geopotential heights of zonal186

wavenumber k, respectively, and M indicates number of grid points. The left and right187

singular vectors at mode k are denoted by Vk and Uk, respectively. We choose 500 hPa as188

a reference level, so that upward (downward) propagating wave is identified when the wave189

correlations are statistically significant at the positive (negative) time lags. Here, we are190

interested in the zonal wavenumber 1 because it is the dominant source of DWC in the NH191

(Perlwitz and Harnik 2003). We repeat the diagnostic for the entire seasons with 3-month192

overlapping periods as in Lubis et al. (2016a).193

In addition, a diagnostic of the basic-state wave propagation characteristics (Harnik and194

Lindzen 2001; Lubis et al. 2016a, 2017) is used to determine the existence and location of195

reflecting surfaces for meridional and vertical wave propagation. This diagnostic is a more196

accurate indicator of wave propagation regions (rather than the index of refraction), since it197

diagnoses meridional and vertical propagation separately. For a non-isothermal atmosphere,198

the wavenumbers are diagnosed from the solution to the Rossby wave equation associated199

with the quasi-geostrophic (QG) conservation of potential vorticity (QG PV, Harnik and200

Lindzen 2001) (presented here for illustrative purposes in Cartesian coordinates):201

∂2ψ

∂z2
+
N2

f 2

∂2ψ

∂y2
+ n2

rψ = 0, (3)

where, ψ = Φ/2Ω sinφ is geopotential streamfunction, Φ is geopotential, Ω is the rotation202

rate of the planet, N2 is Brunt Vaisala frequency, f is Coriolis parameter, and n2
r:203

n2
r ≡

N2

f 2

{
q̄y

u− c
− k2 + f 2 e

z/2H

N

∂

∂z

[
e−z/H

N2

∂

∂z

(
ez/2HN

)]}
≡ m2 +

N2

f 2
l2. (4)

Here, ū is zonal mean wind, q̄y is meridional gradient of zonal mean PV, H is scale height, k,204

and c are the zonal wavenumber and phase speeds, respectively. We focus on zonal wavenum-205
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ber 1 and set c to zero, so that we consider only stationary wavenumber 1. The coefficients206

of the wave Eq. (3) are calculated using monthly-mean zonal-mean zonal wind and tem-207

perature data. The vertical and meridional wavenumbers are subsequently diagnosed from208

the solution to the wave equation as m2 = −Re(ψzz/ψ) and l2 = −Re(ψyy/ψ), respectively209

(see Harnik and Lindzen 2001 for detailed theoretical considerations). A vertical reflecting210

surface for vertical wave propagation is the m2 = 0 surfaces.211

We also quantify the contribution of 3D planetary-scale wave flux (represented by Fs212

vectors, Plumb 1985, see appendix A) and 3D synoptic (transient) wave flux (represented213

by E vectors, Hoskins et al. 1983) on the mean flow. The 3D synoptic (transient) wave flux214

vectors E roughly point in the direction of the synoptic (baroclinic) wave energy propagation,215

and its convergence indicates deceleration of the zonal flow due to baroclinic wave forcing.216

The 3D synoptic-scale wave activities are computed as follows:217

E =


u′2 − v′2

−v′u′

−f
(
∂θ
∂p

)−1
v′θ′

 , (5)

where v, θ, and p are the meridional wind, potential temperature and pressure level, re-218

spectively. The prime in E vectors denotes a 2-6 day band-pass Butterworth filtered daily219

anomaly, which represents the high frequency baroclinic wave activity (Blackmon 1976).220

The overbar signifies a time average. In addition, the upper-level storm-track activity is also221

analyzed, and is calculated as variance of 200-hPa meridional wind (v′v′), which represents222

eddy activity aloft during a mature stage of the baroclinic eddy life cycle when perturbations223

are well developed (Wettstein and Wallace 2010).224

c. Individual DWC Event Definition225

An individual DWC event is identified based on the daily total negative wave-1 meridional226

heat flux (v′T ′k=1) at 50 hPa weighted by the cosine of latitude and meridionally averaged227

between 60o and 90oN (Dunn-Sigouin and Shaw 2015; Lubis et al. 2016a). The DWC event228
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is defined when the v′T ′k=1 at 50 hPa series drops below the 5th percentile of the January to229

March (JFM) distribution. The central date (day 0) is defined as the day of minimum v′T ′k=1230

and each event must be separated by at least 15 days. This time separation is motivated by231

the timescale of planetary wave coupling between the stratosphere and troposphere (Perlwitz232

and Harnik 2003). The v′T ′k=1 is often negative after SSW events (Kodera et al. 2016) and233

such type of reflection is closely related to wave over-reflection (see Tomikawa 2010, for a234

detailed discussion). Therefore, in order to ensure that we only examine DWC events, we235

exclude from the reflection date event found above, those for which a SSW occurs within its236

duration or within 3-10 days after the onset of SSW events.237

Qualitatively similar results are obtained for different choices of the reference level (e.g.,238

v′T ′k=1 at 30 and 10 hPa) or time seperation. The statistical significance of the DWC’s239

life-cycle composites is calculated by performing a 1000-trial Monte Carlo analysis following240

Lubis et al. (2017). The anomalies for the composites are defined as the deviations from the241

daily climatological seasonal cycle.242

3. Effect of climate change on DWC243

In this section, the impact of future anthropogenic climate change on DWC is presented244

by first discussing this impact on the temperature, background wind, and wave-mean flow in-245

teraction. Then we diagnose the respective impacts on DWC by analyzing the wave coupling246

correlation and seasonal variation in wave geometries.247

a. Stratospheric basic state responses248

It is well established that the stratospheric basic states determine the transmission or249

refraction properties of vertically propagating planetary waves (Charney and Drazin 1961;250

Matsuno 1970). In turn, changes in the behavior of planetary waves can affect the basic251

states. Therefore, it is important to first examine how the temperature, background wind252
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and the propagation properties of planetary waves are changing in response to future an-253

thropogenic climate change.254

Figure 1 shows the zonal-mean temperature and zonal wind differences in the transient255

run (TR) between 40 winters in the recent past (1960-1999) and 40 winters at the end of the256

twenty-first century (2060-2099), which give a measure of the atmospheric response to an257

increase in GHG. We note that by the end of the twenty-first century ozone concentration258

has recovered to pre-ozone hole levels (Lubis et al. 2016b), so that the differences in the259

stratospheric response by this time can be primarily attributed to increased GHG levels.260

The change in stratospheric temperatures over the twenty-first century is characterized by a261

globally averaged stratospheric cooling (with magnitude of changes up to 12 K) and tropo-262

spheric heating (up to 5 K) (Figs. 1a-d). The maximum cooling takes place from November263

to January (NDJ) and is situated near the stratopause at 1 hPa where the stratospheric264

temperatures are highest. In addition, certain areas in the polar lower stratosphere are265

warmer (especially in DJF) that is consistent with increased SSW events in the future (not266

shown). However, the signal is not significant, which is likely due to high levels of variability267

in the polar northern latitudes, for example due to the presence of SSWs (Mitchell et al.268

2012; Hansen et al. 2014). Bell et al. (2010) found that it was not the case for the idealized269

scenario of 4 times preindustrial CO2, where the results become significant at these latitudes.270

The corresponding plot for the zonal winds (Figs. 1e-f) shows a deceleration of the strato-271

spheric polar winds (up to 5 m/s), suggesting a more disturbed polar vortex. The maximum272

deceleration occurs during early winter to mid winter, from November to January, with273

magnitude up to 5 m/s, and gradually shifts upward and loses significance from February to274

April (FMA). In the troposphere, there is a poleward and upward shift of the tropospheric275

jet in response to increased in GHGs, across all seasons from NJF to FMA. These results are276

similar to most previous chemistry-climate model (CCM) studies using the RCP8.5 scenario277

and CMIP5 results (e.g., Mitchell et al. 2012; Ayarzaguena et al. 2013; Schmidt et al. 2013),278

although the peak of the maximum wind deceleration in the stratosphere from the previous279
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studies occurred somewhat late in mid winter from January-March. A possible reason for280

this discrepancy might be due to the competition of different contributors and the biases of281

each model to produce correct dynamical responses for the interaction between the strato-282

sphere and GHGs or ozone changes (SPARC CCMVal 2010). The weakening of the polar283

vortex in response to future climate change would suggest an increase in wave absorption284

and a reduction in downward wave reflection in the stratosphere.285

b. Wave-mean flow interaction responses286

Figure 2 shows the three-month running mean differences of the EP-flux vector and the287

associated divergence. The EP-flux vector is a measure for the direction of planetary wave288

propagation and its divergence indicates the tendency of the zonal-mean flow in response to289

eddy forcing. From NDJ to DJF (Figs. 2a-b), there is a strong difference in the EP-flux at290

high latitudes (i.e., more upward propagation of planetary waves from the troposphere in291

the future) from the lower into the upper stratosphere. Therefore, more wave dissipation or292

absorption at high latitudes leads to a significant deceleration of stratospheric polar night293

jet (Figs. 1e-f). The EP-flux convergence anomalies in DJF is larger compared to NDJ,294

which is consistent with stronger stratospheric wind deceleration in DJF. Planetary waves295

propagating from the troposphere upward into the stratosphere become weaker in JFM296

with significant convergence anomalies mainly situated in the upper stratosphere and lower297

mesosphere (Fig. 2c). This behavior is consistent with significant easterly wind anomalies298

in the upper stratosphere and the equatorward shift of the easterly wind anomalies in the299

lower mesosphere in JFM (Fig. 1g).300

The shift in the EP-flux convergence anomalies continues to evolve in late winter (Fig.301

2d), but with significant values concentrated above 40 km. This is consistent with upward302

and equatorward shifts of easterly wind anomalies into the upper stratosphere in late winter303

(Fig. 1h). Furthermore, Figs. 2e-f show the differences of the zonal wave-1 EP-flux vector304

and its divergence from early winter to late winter. It can be seen that both pattern and305
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magnitude of EP-flux convergence from the total eddies (Figs. 2a-d) are to a large degree306

attributed to the wave-1 convergence anomalies (Figs. 2e-f). We also note that the high-307

latitude wave-1 EP-flux convergence is dominated by the vertical component (not shown).308

In summary, the changes in EP-flux convergence from early to late winter are consistent309

with the magnitude of deceleration of the NH vortex winds in the future, which is strongest310

in early winter. This behavior may suggest a transition from stronger wave absorption in311

early winter to a weaker wave absorption in late winter in the future. We will discuss this312

implication on DWC further in the following section.313

c. Seasonality of DWC events314

We now analyze the impact of future climate change on the timing in the seasonal cycle315

of DWC, by first examining the wave coupling correlation and then the evolution of the316

wave geometry. Figure 3 shows three-month overlapping periods of lagged SVD correlations317

(rSVD) between geopotential heights of zonal wavenumber one (Z-ZWN1) at 500 and 10318

hPa. Positive lags indicate upward downward wave propagation from the troposphere to the319

stratosphere, whereas negative lags indicate downward wave propagation (associated with320

wave reflection) from the stratosphere to the troposphere. These events are only considered if321

the signals are statistically significant at the 99% level (Perlwitz and Harnik 2003; Lubis et al.322

2016a). In the recent past, there is significant downward wave propagation throughout the323

extended winter, as indicated by significant correlations at negative time lags from November324

to March (Fig. 3a). This period is somewhat longer compared to the observation, which325

mostly occur from January to March (e.g., Shaw et al. 2010; Lubis et al. 2016a). The326

downward wave activity maximizes at about 6-12 days from DJF to JFM. The time scales327

of downward propagation are also longer compared to the observations (e.g., Shaw et al.328

2010; Lubis et al. 2016a), suggesting a slower downward group velocity of Z-ZWN1 from the329

stratosphere to the troposphere in the model. However, in the future, the downward wave330

events occur only over a shorter winter period from January to March, with no statistically331
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significant signals in early winter (Fig. 3b). The overall wave coupling correlations in the332

future are lower compared to the recent past, indicating a significant reduction of downward333

wave activity from the stratosphere to the troposphere.334

To examine whether the changes in the future timing of downward wave activity ob-335

tained from the transient simulation are attributed mainly to GHGs, we repeated the same336

diagnostics for two 40-yr TS experiments with different combinations in prescribed future337

surface emissions of the ODSs and GHGs. The TS simulations suggest that weaker down-338

ward wave signals in the future are mainly due to increases in GHG forcing (Figs. 3c-d).339

In particular, in the experiment with future ODS changes only (TS-ODS), downward wave340

signals were notably more persistent over a longer period (from December through April,341

Fig. 3c), with a pattern resembling the seasonal variation of downward wave signals in the342

recent past. In contrast, a weak and less persistent downward wave signals were observed in343

the experiment with an increase in GHGs only (TS-GHG, Fig. 3d). We note that the high344

correlation in April to June for negative time lags in TS-GHG experiment is not related to345

downward wave signals, rather than to a non-linear wave reflection due to the vortex break346

up, since the vertical reflecting surface during this period (Fig. 4) is not bounded by the347

meridional waveguide (see Fig. S1d). The overall results suggest that a future decrease in348

the occurrence of downward wave activity in the NH is mainly attributed to increased GHG349

forcing alone, whereas ODS only play a minor role.350

In order to ensure that the downward propagating wave signals found in Fig. 3 are asso-351

ciated with DWC events, we examine a month-to-month variation of the vertical reflecting352

surface and meridional waveguide. Note that the DWC occurs only when the vertical reflect-353

ing surface is bounded by a meridional waveguide in the lower stratosphere. Figure 4 shows354

the climatological vertical wavenumbers (m2) averaged from 60 to 800N for both the TR-355

RCP8.5 and TS simulations. In the past, the stratospheric reflecting surface persists from356

early to late winter (October to March, Fig. 4a). This vertical reflecting surface is bounded357

by the extended meridional waveguide from November to March (Fig. S1a), allowing more358
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favorable conditions for the occurrence of DWC during this period. By combining the period359

of bounded wavegeometry and the wave coupling correlation, the active period of DWC in360

the past is from November to March. The significant downward wave correlations in October361

and April are not associated with DWC rather than due to nonlinear wave dynamics, for362

example, due to overreflection from a critical surface.363

In the future, the vertical reflecting surfaces occur only from December to March (Fig.364

4b), while the meridional waveguide exhibits the same seasonal evolution as in the past (Fig.365

S1b). This indicates that the favorable period for the DWC (based on the configuration of366

bounded wavegeometry) is from December to March. By combining the period of bounded367

wavegeometry and the wave coupling correlation, we can conclude that the active period368

of DWC in the future is only from January to March. We further show that, by using the369

TS simulations, the future changes in the reflecting surface are mainly attributed to GHG370

forcing (Fig. 4d), dominating the opposing influence of ozone recovery (Fig. 4c).371

d. Mechanisms for changes in the seasonality of DWC events372

The former analysis showed that there is a significant reduction of DWC events in the373

future, with a shift of their timing towards late winter (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). To elucidate the374

mechanisms responsible for a decreased DWC activity in the future, we first analyze the trend375

in EP-flux divergence, vertical component of the EP-flux (Fz), and vertical wavenumbers in376

both transient warming and control simulations. We also analyze the frequency of SSW and377

heat flux events in order to better understand the effect of wave absorption on the mean378

flow.379

Although there is a clear reduction of the future DWC signal from early to mid win-380

ter (Nov-Jan), the wave geometry shows a reflecting configuration (though the high latitude381

meridional waveguide is shallower during these months in the future (Fig. S1)). This suggests382

that wave geometry changes cannot explain the reduction in the wave-coupling correlation in383

Fig. 3 in general, nor in particular for the early winter conditions. To further examine this,384
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we analyze the trend in wave-1 EP-flux divergence, Fz, and vertical wavenumbers in NDJ as385

shown in Fig. 5. We do see that EP-flux wave-1 convergence is enhanced in the future (Fig.386

5a). The increased wave convergence, in the first order, reflects increased wave absorption387

by the mean flow. Assuming there is no internal source of wave activity in the stratosphere,388

increased wave absorption simply results in reduction in downward wave reflection by the389

mean flow and thus, decreased DWC events. In addition, the strengthening of wave absorp-390

tion is accompanied by enhanced upward wave propagation from the troposphere into the391

stratosphere, as indicated by a positive trend in Fz (see Fig. 5b), and by the positive trend392

in vertical wavenumber over the last decades, which altogether indicate a favorable condition393

for upward wave propagation in the future instead of downward reflection (Fig. 5c). This394

is again consistent with the wave coupling correlation in Figs. 3a-b, showing insignificant395

DWC events in early winter in the future. We also note that the future changes of m2 in396

early winter are associated with changes in vertical shear of the zonal-mean wind (Uz) in the397

upper stratosphere. This is supported by a significant positive correlation between m2, and398

Uz and q̄y (see Table 2). In contrast to transient warming simulation, we found no signif-399

icant trends from the control simulation, suggesting that increased wave absorption in the400

stratosphere is induced mainly by future anthropogenic forcing. Our results so far suggest401

that the significant reduction of DWC in the future, in particular during early winter, can402

be associated with enhanced wave absorption in the stratosphere (Fig. 2 and Fig. 5), with403

stronger absorption concentrated in early winter.404

Nevertheless, one can argue that the basic state itself is, in turn, altered by the waves and405

thus affects DWC. For example, increased wave absorption in the future can lead to enhanced406

SSW events, and thus result in more downward wave reflection events. To investigate this407

possibility, we calculate the frequency of SSW events in the recent past and in the future408

from the TR-RCP8.5 simulation, and decompose these into reflective and absorptive types409

of SSW, following the definition of Kodera et al. (2016) (Figs. 6a-c). The reflective SSW is410

defined when the heat flux (zonal wavenumbers 1 averaged over 45-750N at 100 hPa) remains411
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negative for more than two out of seven days, on and after the maximum temperature during412

an SSW event, while the rest are classified as absorptive types. We found that there is a413

significant increase in SSW events in the future, compared to the past, where the frequency414

is dominated by absorptive SSW events (Figs. 6a-c). Thus, enhanced wave absorption in415

the future is mainly manifested by increased absorptive SSW events (rather than reflection),416

with more events concentrated in early winter. In addition, during absorptive SSW events,417

the vertical reflecting surface disappears, or is located higher in the upper stratosphere,418

compared to reflective SSW events that are located in the lower stratosphere (not shown).419

Thus, a delay in the development of the mid-stratospheric reflecting surface in the future420

could be associated with stronger absorptive SSW events in early winter. Furthermore, we421

also calculate the frequency of upward propagating wave events, which are defined by heat422

flux values (averaging over 45-750N at 100 hPa), exceeding the 90 percentile value of daily423

distribution. The events are further decomposed into long (short) wave pulse events. The424

long (short) wave pulse events are defined when the positive heat flux persists for more425

(less) than 10 days after the central date. Harnik (2009) showed that long pulses of the426

upward wave activity could potentially cause warming events, while short pulses could lead427

to reflection. Our results show that there is a significant increase in upward wave activity with428

long pulses in the future and with more events concentrated in early winter, from November429

to January. These results are, therefore, consistent with enhanced wave absorption, increased430

absorptive SSWs, and reduced DWC events in the future, with more events concentrated in431

early winter.432

In summary, our results show that a future decrease in DWC events could, in general, be433

associated with enhanced wave absorption in the stratosphere. The enhanced wave absorp-434

tion leads to more absorbing SSW events, with more events concentrated in early winter.435

This early winter condition could lead to a delay in the development of the upper strato-436

spheric reflecting surface, resulting in a shift of the seasonal cycle of DWC towards late437

winter in the future.438
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4. Tropospheric impact of DWC in the future439

Our previous results showed that DWC is weaker in the future, with a shift of their440

timing towards late winter. Here we examine whether the reduction of DWC events in the441

future has a potential impact on the tropospheric circulation and surface climate. We focus442

our analysis on the most active winter season JFM, as it is a favorable period for planetary443

wave coupling in the NH (e.g., Perlwitz and Harnik 2003; Lubis et al. 2016a, 2017) and as444

a period where both the recent-past and the future RCP8.5 experiments exhibit significant445

DWC signals in the troposphere, but weaker DWC activity in the future (see Figs. 3a-b).446

a. Impact on the tropospheric circulation447

Previous studies have shown that extreme negative wave-1 heat flux in the stratosphere448

can be used to isolate the tropospheric impacts of DWC (e.g., Dunn-Sigouin and Shaw449

2015; Lubis et al. 2016a, 2017). In this study, the impact of individual DWC events on450

the tropospheric circulation is examined by looking at composites of various atmospheric451

and surface fields around the central events. The statistics of high-latitude wave-1 heat flux452

distribution for RCP8.5 simulation for the past and future periods are listed in Table 3. The453

5th (95th) percentile values in Table 3 indicate the heat flux value below which 5% (95%)454

of each period’s total heat flux distribution can be found. Consistent with our previous455

findings, there is a significant decreased (increased) downward (upward) wave activity in456

the future compared to the past. In particular, the wave-1 heat flux magnitude at the 5th457

percentile is lower by about 19.4% compared to the past, while the wave-1 heat flux at the458

95th percentile is higher by 10.4% compared to the past.459

Figure 7 shows the composites of 500-hPa geopotential height (a,d), 500-hPa zonal-mean460

wind (b,e), and mean sea level pressure (c,f) anomalies north of 200N during the time when461

DWC impact on the troposphere maximizes (days -3 to 3). In the past, the spatial pattern462

of the 500 hPa geopotential height and sea-level pressure anomalies resembles a clear wave-1463
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pattern with a node in the mid-latitudes. In particular, over the North Atlantic sector,464

the signals project more onto the positive phase of the NAO-like pattern (rather than onto465

the negative phase), which are characterized by a seesaw shape (a dipole pattern) between466

mid- and high latitudes (Fig. 7a). This signature is further illustrated in the composite467

500 hPa zonal wind anomalies, which show a clear strengthening and poleward shift of468

the tropospheric jet over the North Atlantic basin (Fig. 7b). The corresponding sea-level469

pressure anomalies exhibit a zonally asymmetric structure similar to that of the 500 hPa470

geopotential height anomalies, being consistent with a quasi-barotropic, tropospheric NAO-471

like structure over the North Atlantic sector during the DWC events (Shaw and Perlwitz472

2013). In addition, there are also significant signals in the North Pacific sector that reflect473

the potential impacts of wave reflection on the growth rate of baroclinic wave activity and474

the circulation over this region. The associated circulation change is characterized by an475

equatorward shift of the tropospheric jet. This result is consistent with the impact of DWC476

on tropospheric circulation obtained from reanalysis and model studies (e.g., Shaw and477

Perlwitz 2013; Shaw et al. 2014; Dunn-Sigouin and Shaw 2015).478

In the future, the surface influence of DWC that resembles the tropospheric dipole-like479

pattern over the North Atlantic shifts eastward, relative to the patterns found in the past. In480

particular, the poleward shift of the tropospheric zonal-mean wind anomalies is located more481

to the east of the North Atlantic basin (Figs. 7e,h), which is consistent with the eastward482

shift of geopotential height anomalies at 500 hPa (Figs. 7d,g). Likewise, the dipole pattern483

in the sea-level pressure anomalies also shifts eastward (Figs. 7f,i). In the North Pacific,484

the easterly wind anomalies weaken substantially and extend more to the south compared485

to the past (Fig. 7h), suggesting a weakening of the westerlies on the equatorward flank of486

the jet in the future (see Fig. 9b later). These results are not sensitive to the DWC event487

definition or to the number of the events used for the composite calculation. In particular, if488

we randomly select the same number of composite members in the past as in the future, the489

differences in the spatial structures and magnitudes of the tropospheric responses to DWC490
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remain the same. Qualitatively similar results are found using the DJF winter season (not491

shown).492

Interestingly, one might expect that the tropospheric and surface responses to DWC over493

the North Atlantic sector in the future will be weaker as a result of decreased DWC events.494

However, we found that the anomalous strength of the tropospheric response to DWC over495

this region is relatively similar to that of the past (e.g., by comparing the strength of the496

westerly wind anomalies in the past and in the future over the North Atlantic region), but497

with the patterns shifted to the east. In particular, the westerly anomaly center (over the498

North Atlantic sector) weakened significantly and shifted eastward into the Mediterranean.499

This suggests that other factors besides the frequency and strength of the downward wave500

propagation from the stratosphere to the troposphere influence the tropospheric response to501

DWC. A recent study by Lubis et al. (2016a) showed that internal tropospheric dynamics502

involving feedbacks from synoptic-scale eddy activity and atmosphere-ocean interaction were503

central to the responses, with the synoptic-scale eddy-driven accelerations being an order504

of magnitude larger than the directly induced planetary scale-driven accelerations. We thus505

proceed to examine those feedbacks in the following section.506

b. Mechanisms of the tropospheric impact of DWC507

In this section we aim to understand the dynamical mechanisms leading to the change508

in tropospheric DWC signal in the future. For this we examine the contribution of 3D509

synoptic-scale (baroclinic) waves and 3D planetary-scale waves on the mean flow similar to510

Lubis et al. (2016a).511

Figure 8 shows the composites of the anomalous synoptic-scale divergence at 200 hPa,512

alongside the horizontal component of the E vectors (representing the influence of the513

synoptic-scale eddies on the horizontal large scale flow; Figs. 8a,d), anomalous vertical514

component of the E vectors at 775 hPa (representing the source of synoptic-scale eddies;515

Figs. 8b,e), anomalous synoptic meridional wind variance at 200 hPa (representing the516
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upper-level storm-track strength; Figs. 8c,f) and the synoptic Eady’s growth rate (EGR)517

anomalies at 700 hPa (representing the baroclinic instability in the troposphere, Figs. 8d,h),518

for the past (top panel) and future (bottom panel). In the past, we see that the synoptic519

eddies induced accelerations, as shown by a divergence of E vectors, largely explain the520

poleward shift of the tropospheric wind anomalies over the North Atlantic sector (Fig. 8a521

and Fig. 7b). The magnitude of this acceleration is about ten times larger than those due to522

planetary-scale waves (see Fig. S2a in supplementary material). Consistent with Lubis et al.523

(2016a), the anomalous acceleration pattern induced by synoptic-scale eddy anomalies (Fig.524

8a) is accompanied by poleward shift of the tropospheric synoptic wave source (Fig. 8b) and525

the associated storm track anomalies (Fig. 8c). These mean flow baroclinicity anomalies are526

consistent with a poleward shift of the EGR anomalies, which are mainly driven by changes527

in the vertical wind shear induced by DWC (see Figs. S4a-b in supplementary material).528

In the North Pacific, the convergence of synoptic-scale waves (Fig. 8a) mostly explains529

the easterly wind anomalies in this region (Fig. 7b). This anomalous deceleration pattern530

induced by synoptic-scale waves, as shown by a convergence of E vectors, is accompanied531

by a poleward shift of the negative tropospheric synoptic wave source (Fig. 8b) and the532

associated storm track anomalies (Fig. 8c).533

In the future, the location of the synoptic-scale divergence over the North Atlantic shift534

to the east compared to the patterns observed in the recent past (Figs. 7a,b). This is535

consistent with the shift of the tropospheric flow responses to DWC over the North Atlantic536

sector (Figs. 7d-f). In particular, the synoptic wave divergence anomalies (divergence of E537

vectors) explain the peak of zonal wind anomalies over western Europe (Fig. 7e) and the538

extended pattern into eastern Europe. The magnitude of the synoptic eddy divergence is539

much larger than the accelerations by planetary-scale waves (see Fig. S2b in supplementary540

material), suggesting that synoptic-scale eddies play more important role in setting the541

tropospheric response to DWC in the future [consistent with the mechanism proposed by542

Lubis et al. (2016a)]. Furthermore, we also found that the eastward shift of the synoptic-543
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scale divergence over the North Atlantic sector is consistent with the shift of the tropospheric544

synoptic wave source (Fig. 8f), the storm track anomalies (Fig. 8g), and the lower level545

baroclinicity (Fig. 8h) to the east. The lower level baroclinicity anomalies in the future are546

attributed to both vertical wind shear and static stability, in contrast to the past that is547

driven mainly by vertical wind shear (see Figs. S3c-d in supplementary material). These548

results suggest that the tropospheric response to DWC over the North Atlantic sector in the549

future is associated with the eastward shift of the baroclinic eddy-mean flow interaction in550

response to anthropogenic climate change. In the North Pacific, the southward extension of551

easterly wind anomalies during DWC is consistent with the extension of the synoptic-scale552

wave convergences to the south (Fig. 8e). This anomalous deceleration is also consistent553

with the weakening of synoptic-scale wave activity and the storm track over the North Pacific554

in the future (Figs. 8f-g). The weakening of baroclinic wave activity is also consistent with555

decreased EGR in the western boundary of the North Pacific basin (Fig. 8h).556

The results so far show that the tropospheric response to DWC events has a very different557

spatial pattern in the future, and that this change in pattern is similar for the mean flow558

quantities (zonal wind, surface pressure, and geopotential height) and for the synoptic eddies559

and their fluxes. This suggests that the tropospheric response to DWC is associated with560

a change in synoptic-scale eddy feedbacks. However, it is not clear why the pattern of the561

synoptic-scale eddy feedback differs compared to the past (i.e., shifting more to the east).562

Therefore, it is worth checking if changes in DWC-induced synoptic-scale eddy-mean flow563

interaction are adjusted by the changes in the mean states (both the mean flow and storm564

track) in response to future anthropogenic climate change.565

To answer this question, we analyzed the differences in the JFM mean zonal wind (ū) and566

storm track (v′v′) at 200 hPa between the future and the past (Fig. 9). In the North Atlantic,567

we can see that there is a poleward shift and an eastward extension of the ū200 and v′v′200,568

alongside the associated E vectors in the future (Figs. 8a-c). The eastward extension of the569

mid-high latitude Atlantic eddy driven jet toward Western Europe is evident with peaks of570
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ū200, v′v′200, and E vectors clearly shifting eastward compared to the climatology from the571

past (Figs. 9d-f). Similar patterns as shown in the responses (Figs. 8c,f) can be confirmed572

by a long-term linear trend for each quantity (see Fig. S4), where the trends in the North573

Atlantic tropospheric jet and the storm track altogether shift poleward and extend eastward.574

In the North Pacific sector, the poleward shift in the storm tracks and the tropospheric jet are575

also consistent with the DWC’s response being confined to mid-high latitudes and with no576

subtropical extension in the Pacific in the future, whereas in the past there was a subtropical577

signal. These results suggest that the shift in the pattern of the DWC-induced synoptic-scale578

eddy-mean flow interaction in the mid-high latitude troposphere in the future is adjusted by579

the inherent changes in the mean states (both mean flow and storm track) in response to580

anthropogenic climate change.581

The eastward extension of the North Atlantic storm track in the future in our model can582

be also related to changes in the lower level baroclinicity induced by local SST gradients,583

resulting in enhancing baroclinic wave activity and the associated impact on the mean flow.584

To test this hypothesis, we analyzed the differences in SST gradient and Eady’s growth585

rate between future and past during winter JFM (Fig. 10). In Fig. 10, we can see that586

there is a weakening (strengthening) of SST gradient in the southern (middle) part of the587

Western Atlantic Gulf Stream front (Figs. 10a,b), which is consistent with the reduced588

(enhanced) EGR (Figs. 10c,d) end E vectors there (Figs. 9b,d). On the other hand, there is589

a strengthening of SST gradients to the east (around the North Sea) followed by enhanced590

EGR, suggesting an increased synoptic (baroclinic) wave generation over the North Sea and591

the Northwestern Europe (Figs. 9b,d). The strengthened baroclinicity over theses regions592

is consistent with the increased storm track and zonal wind (Figs. 9b,d). This provides a593

hint that the eastward extension of the North Atlantic jet under future climate change could594

be also related to the shift of the lower level baroclincity and the associated synoptic-scale595

eddy-mean flow interaction.596
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5. Summary and Discussion597

This study examined the impact of future anthropogenic climate change on DWC in NH598

winter, particularly how their seasonality will change in the future, and how different an-599

thropogenic forcings (GHG and ODSs) individually influence the occurrence of these events.600

Two long-term (145 years) fully coupled chemistry-climate model CESM1(WACCM) with601

fixed and time-varying anthropogenic forcings following the RCP8.5 scenario have been used602

to examine the impact of anthropogenic forcing on DWC. In addition, two TS experiments603

with a combination of past and future GHG or ODS concentrations were also used to isolate604

the influence of each anthropogenic forcing factor on DWC. In our analysis, the attribution605

of anthropogenic forcings on DWC was analyzed by examining the differences in background606

wind, wave-mean flow interaction, and a time-lagged vertical wave-1 coupling as well as the607

evolution of wave geometry. Furthermore, the tropospheric impact of DWC in midwinter608

was investigated using a metric based on the stratospheric heat flux extremes. Summary609

points from our analysis are as follows:610

• There is a significant change in the vortex mean state over the twenty-first century,611

characterized by a weaker and more disturbed polar vortex, with most changes occur-612

ring in early winter (Fig.1). This is consistent with a significant increase in the EP-flux613

convergence during that period (Fig. 2).614

• There is statistically significant change in DWC frequency and its seasonality over the615

twenty-first century, when compared to the recent past. In the past, DWC occurs616

throughout the winter, with most events concentrated in DJF, but as GHG concen-617

trations increase, DWC becomes significantly weaker with more events concentrated618

in late winter, from February to March (Figs. 3a,b). Changes in GHG alone, without619

ODS’s can account for these changes (Figs. 3c,d and Fig. 4).620

• The future decrease in DWC events by the end of the twenty-first century could, in621

general, be associated with enhanced wave absorption in the stratosphere (Figs. 2, 5,622
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and 6). The enhanced wave absorption is manifest as more absorbing SSW events, with623

more events concentrated in early winter (Fig. 6). This early winter condition could624

lead to a delay in the development of the upper stratospheric reflecting surface during625

that period (Fig. 5), resulting in a shift in the seasonal cycle of the DWC towards late626

winter in the future.627

• While the natural forcing factors, such as the SST variability and QBO, induce a628

change in the strength of the tropospheric response to DWC mostly over the North629

Atlantic (Lubis et al. 2016a), the increase in anthropogenic forcing (mainly due to630

GHG increases) changes the tropospheric response to DWC itself, with a large change631

in both ocean basins and a zonal shifting of the Atlantic center of action. This change632

in pattern is consistent with the trends in the climatology of the tropospheric jet and633

storm tracks, manifested as a shift in the main centers of eddy-mean flow interaction634

that shape the tropospheric response to DWC (Figs. 7 to Fig. 10).635

A recent study by Lubis et al. (2016a), showed that the tropospheric response to DWC636

is dominated by eddy-mean flow feedbacks which are excited by the initial downward wave637

reflection. Thus, it is expected that an eastward shift of the storm track and jets will result638

in an eastward shift of the eddy feedbacks, and consistently of the tropospheric response to639

DWC in the future. It is also well established that the DWC induces strong positive NAO640

events (e.g., Lubis et al. 2016a; Shaw et al. 2014; Dunn-Sigouin and Shaw 2015) so that a641

reduction in downward reflection means a reduction in this source of positive NAO events.642

Our results, however, showed that while there is a significant reduction in DWC in the643

future, the strength of the NAO-like pattern does not significantly change, rather it induces644

an eastward extension of the positive NAO-like pattern. This suggests that other dynamical645

adjustments (outside of DWC) to global warming can be also important to determine the646

strength and dynamics of the NAO in the future.647

We have yet to explain the mechanism that is responsible for the enhanced upward648

propagating planetary waves in our warming simulation. Previous studies have shown that649
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changes in the location of critical layers within the subtropical lower stratosphere cause an650

increase in upward propagating planetary waves from the troposphere into the stratosphere651

(Shepherd and McLandress 2011). In addition, recent studies have shown that such changes652

in planetary and synoptic wave breaking in the location of critical layers are mainly driving653

by tropical SSTs forcing (Oberlnder et al. 2013; Ayarzaguena et al. 2013). It is also argued654

that future increases in tropical SSTs can enhanced upward planetary wave activity into655

the stratosphere, through a positive interference of wave activity due to a deepening of the656

Aleutian Low (Ayarzaguena et al. 2013). Thus, it is possible that the increased upward wave657

activity with long pulses that causes an increase in wave absorption in the future, may be658

related to one of these processes. Further studies are required to check this possibility, and659

we leave this open for further investigation.660

The results of the analysis also show that the North Atlantic storm track shifts pole-661

ward and extends farther east under future climate change, consistent with recent ocean-662

atmosphere coupled GCM studies (e.g., Woollings et al. 2012; Ciasto et al. 2016). Our663

model results suggest that the cause is likely due to the projected changes in local North664

Atlantic SST, resulting in intensification and extension of the eddy-driven jet towards west-665

ern Europe. A recent study by Ciasto et al. (2016) found that such shift can be also due666

to the remote local SST changes, originating from the tropical western Pacific Ocean via667

Rossby wave trains. However, a clear attribution of that causality is difficult in our results668

because the analysis are performed on a fully coupled simulation. Therefore, further studies669

are required in order to better understand the origin of future changes in tropospheric jet670

shift in response to DWC (i.e., local versus remote influence); for example by performing a671

comprehensive set of sensitivity experiments with a separate climate forcing, such as tropical672

or subtropical SST-forcing only, sea-ice-forcing only, etc.673

This work can be viewed as a complementary study to that of Lubis et al. (2016a),674

who specifically examined the impact of the natural forcing factors, including SST and675

QBO, on DWC and the associated surface impact in NH winter. In this study, we stressed676
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that anthropogenic forcing factors indeed play important roles in controlling DWC and the677

associated surface climate in the NH. Previous studies showed that 11-yr solar cycle may play678

a role in perturbing the stratospheric mean state and the formation of the reflecting surface679

in the upper stratosphere (Matthes et al. 2006; Lu et al. 2017a,b). Therefore, understanding680

the role of solar forcing for the tropospheric impact of DWC is important and a subject681

of future investigation. A better understanding of the dynamical processes by which the682

stratosphere can influence the troposphere via planetary wave reflection has the potential683

to improve seasonal forecasting and climate prediction, thus leading to significant societal684

impacts.685
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APPENDIX A698

699

Stationary Planetary Wave Forcing700

To quantify the drag exerted by stationary planetary-scale waves on the zonal mean flow,701

the 3D wave activity flux (Plumb 1985) to diagnose the potential regional sources (sinks)702

and propagation characteristics of stationary planetary-scale wave activity is computed as703

follow:704

Fs =
p cosφ

po
×


1

2a2 cos2 φ

[(
∂ψ′

∂λ

)2

− ψ′ ∂
2ψ′

∂λ2

]
1

2a2 cosφ

(
∂ψ′

∂λ
∂ψ′

∂φ − ψ
′ ∂2ψ′
∂λ∂φ

)
2Ω2 sin2 φ
N2a cosφ

(
∂ψ′

∂λ
∂ψ′

∂z − ψ
′ ∂2ψ′
∂λ∂z

)


, (A1)

where λ, φ, Ω, and θ are the streamfunction, longitude, latitude, Earth’s rotation rate,705

potential temperature, respectively, p is pressure level, and po is 1000 hPa. The overbar and706

prime in the Fs vectors denote the zonal mean and departure from it, respectively. The707

Fs vectors are parallel to the wave energy propagational direction and its zonal mean is708

equivalent to the Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux (James, 1994). The 3-D Plumb flux is calculated709

only for zonal-wave components of 1 to 2.710
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Table 1. Description of CESM1(WACCM) transient and timeslice experiments. All exper-
iments are run with QBO nudging and with interactive chemistry and SSTs/sea ice. TR=
transient run and TS = timeslice run.

Experiment Period GHG ODS
CTRL 1955-2099 (145 years) fixed at 1960s level fixed at 1960s level

TR-RCP8.5 1955-2099 (145 years) Obs+RCP8.5a Obs+RCP8.5a

TS-ODS 40 years fixed at 2080 level fixed at 1960s level
TS-GHG 40 years fixed at 1960s level fixed at 2080s level

aGHG/ODS follows observations until 2005 and the RCP8.5 scenario thereafter.

Table 2. Statistical features of the November to December 60-80oN means of the 5-1 hPa
mean m2 and the 10-1 hPa means of zonal-mean wind shear (Uz) and curvature (Uzz), Brunt
Vaisalla frequency (N2), and meridional gradient of potential vorticity (qy). Correlations
significant at the 95% level based on a two-sided student t test, assuming each year is
independent, are in bold.

Variables Correlation with |t|val prob
〈m2〉

〈m2〉 1.000 ∞ 1.00
〈Uz〉 0.379 3.98 0.99
〈Uzz〉 -0.185 1.05 0.53
〈N2〉 0.004 0.05 0.39
〈qy〉 0.316 3.48 0.96

Table 3. Statistics of the daily distribution of wave-1 heat flux averaged from 60 to 90oN
at 50 hPa during JFM from the TR-RCP8.5 experiment for the past and future periods.

5th 95th KS test
Period Mean Std dev Percentile Percentile p value
Past 18.66 24.43 -13.94 60.51 1.00
Future 20.41 25.11 -11.23 67.50 0.04
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7 The composites of (a,d) 500-hPa geopotential height (Z500), (b,e) 500-hPa909

zonal wind (U500), and (c,f) mean sea level pressure (MSLP) anomalies during910

the period of maximum DWC impact on the troposphere (days -3 to 3) in911

JFM for (top) TR-RCP8.5 past (1960-1999) and (bottom) TR-RCP8.5 future912

(2060-2099). (g-i) The difference between the future and the past of the913

respective anomalies. Contour interval is 10 m for Z500, 1 m/s for U500, and914

1 hPa for MSLP. The zero contour is omitted. The color shadings are only915

drawn for anomalies that are statistically significant at the 95% confidence916

level according to a 1000-trial Monte Carlo test. 47917

8 The composites of (a,e) 200 hPa synoptic wave divergence, (b,f) 775 hPa918

synoptic wave source, (c,g) 200 hPa storm track, and (d,h) 700-hPa Eady’s919

growth rate anomalies during the period of maximum DWC impact on the920

troposphere (days -3 to 3) in JFM, for (top) TR-RCP8.5 past (1960-1999) and921

(bottom) TR-RCP8.5 future (2060-2099). The vectors indicate horizontal922

component of E vectors (Fx, Fy) at 200 hPa. The vertical component of923

E vectors in (b,f) is calculated by −fv′θ′(∂θ/∂p)−1 representing the synoptic924

wave source, where the positive (negative) values indicate upward (downward)925

synoptic wave fluxes. The color shading in (c,g) indicates the upper-level926

storm track anomalies (v′v′) at 200 hPa. The Eady maximum growth rate is927

calculated as 0.31|f ||∂u/∂z|/N . The shadings are only drawn for anomalies928

that are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level according to a929

1000-trial Monte Carlo test. 48930

9 Winter mean (JFM) 200-hPa zonal wind and 200-hPa storm track (v′v′) from931

(a,c) the past and (b,d) the response (future-past) from RCP8.5 simulation932

(TR-RCP8.5). The black contour lines in (c,f) indicate a climatology from933

the past. The gray dots indicate the regions where the changes are significant934

at the 95% confidence level according to a two-tailed t test. 49935
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10 Winter mean (JFM) meridional gradient of SST (SSTy) and Eady’s growth936

rate maximum (EGR) at 925 hPa from (a,c) the past and (b,d) the response937

(future-past) in coupled RCP8.5 simulation (TR-RCP8.5). The gray shading938

regions indicate where the land or the ”underground” grid points (i.e. z939

> 1 km) have been excluded from the analysis. The SSTy value has been940

multiplied by minus one for a better comparison with the EGR’s sign. The941

gray dots indicate the regions where the changes are significant at the 95%942

confidence level according to a two-tailed t test. 50943
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Fig. 1. Differences in the (a-d) zonal-mean temperature and (e-h) zonal-mean wind between
the past (1960-1999) and future (2060-2099) climatologies for the transient TR-RCP8.5 run
during (left to right) NDJ, DJF, JFM, and FMA. The black contour lines indicate the
climatology from the CTRL run. The temperature responses use contour intervals of 2 K;
for the zonal wind responses the contour interval is 1 m/s. Contour intervals from the CTRL
are 10 K and 10 m/s for the temperature and zonal wind climatologies, respectively. Dotted
areas indicate regions where the signal are statistically significant at the 95% level according
to a two-tailed t test.
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Fig. 2. Differences in the (a-d) total and (e-h) wave-1 EP-flux vectors between the past
(1960-1999) and future (2060-2099) climatologies, as well as the corresponding differences
in EP-flux divergence (shadings), from the transient TR-RCP8.5 run during (left to right)
NDJ, DJF, JFM, and FMA. The black contour lines indicate the climatology of EP-flux
divergence from the CTRL run. The contour intervals are in logarithmic powers of 2: ±
[0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64,..] m s−1 day−1. Dotted areas indicate regions where the signal are
statistically significant at the 95% level according to a two-tailed t test.
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Fig. 3. Three-month overlapping periods of lagged SVD correlations between wave-1 geopo-
tential height (Z-ZWN1) at 500 hPa and 10 hPa for (a) TR-RCP8.5 past (1960-1999), (b)
TR-RCP8.5 future (2060-2099), and two timeslice experiments with (c) future ODSs forc-
ing and (d) future GHG forcing. Solid dots represent values significant at the 99% level.
A negative (positive) time lag indicates that the stratospheric (tropospheric) wave field is
leading.
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Fig. 4. The climatological vertical wavenumbers (m) averaged between 60-80oN for (a) TR-
RCP8.5 past (1960-1999), (b) TR-RCP8.5 future (2060-2099), and two timeslice experiments
with (c) future ODSs forcing and (d) future GHG forcing. The vertical wavenumbers (units
10−5 m−1) are contoured with 0.01 (thick line); 2, 4 (dashed line); 6-30 in jumps of 3 (thin
lines). Finally, the shading indicates the regions of wave evanescence in vertical directions
(m < 0). The red solid lines indicate the approximate linear descent rate of vertical reflecting
surface.
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Fig. 5. Nov-Jan (NDJ) mean of (a) wave-1 EP-flux divergence averaged over 10-0.1 hPa and
60-80oN, (b) vertical component of EP-flux vectors at 100 hPa averaged over 40-70oN and
(c) vertical wavenumbers averaged over 5-1 hPa and 60-80oN, from the TR-RCP8.5 (red)
and CTRL (green) simulations. The straight dashed lines indicate linear best-fit regression
(trend).
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Fig. 6. The frequency of major warmings and upward heat flux events in NH winter months
in TR-RCP8.5 simulation for the past (1960-1999, orange) and the future (2060-2099, dark-
green). (a) total frequency of major warming events and their decomposition into (b) ab-
sorptive and (c) reflective events. (d) the frequency of upward heat flux (v′T ′ >0) events at
100 hPa and their decomposition into (e) upward waves with long pulses and (f) with short
pulses. The horizontal dashed lines indicate the mean of the frequency.
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Fig. 7. The composites of (a,d) 500-hPa geopotential height (Z500), (b,e) 500-hPa zonal
wind (U500), and (c,f) mean sea level pressure (MSLP) anomalies during the period of
maximum DWC impact on the troposphere (days -3 to 3) in JFM for (top) TR-RCP8.5 past
(1960-1999) and (bottom) TR-RCP8.5 future (2060-2099). (g-i) The difference between the
future and the past of the respective anomalies. Contour interval is 10 m for Z500, 1 m/s
for U500, and 1 hPa for MSLP. The zero contour is omitted. The color shadings are only
drawn for anomalies that are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level according
to a 1000-trial Monte Carlo test.
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Fig. 8. The composites of (a,e) 200 hPa synoptic wave divergence, (b,f) 775 hPa synoptic
wave source, (c,g) 200 hPa storm track, and (d,h) 700-hPa Eady’s growth rate anomalies
during the period of maximum DWC impact on the troposphere (days -3 to 3) in JFM,
for (top) TR-RCP8.5 past (1960-1999) and (bottom) TR-RCP8.5 future (2060-2099). The
vectors indicate horizontal component of E vectors (Fx, Fy) at 200 hPa. The vertical
component of E vectors in (b,f) is calculated by −fv′θ′(∂θ/∂p)−1 representing the synoptic
wave source, where the positive (negative) values indicate upward (downward) synoptic wave
fluxes. The color shading in (c,g) indicates the upper-level storm track anomalies (v′v′) at
200 hPa. The Eady maximum growth rate is calculated as 0.31|f ||∂u/∂z|/N . The shadings
are only drawn for anomalies that are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level
according to a 1000-trial Monte Carlo test.
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Fig. 9. Winter mean (JFM) 200-hPa zonal wind and 200-hPa storm track (v′v′) from (a,c)
the past and (b,d) the response (future-past) from RCP8.5 simulation (TR-RCP8.5). The
black contour lines in (c,f) indicate a climatology from the past. The gray dots indicate
the regions where the changes are significant at the 95% confidence level according to a
two-tailed t test.
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Fig. 10. Winter mean (JFM) meridional gradient of SST (SSTy) and Eady’s growth rate
maximum (EGR) at 925 hPa from (a,c) the past and (b,d) the response (future-past) in
coupled RCP8.5 simulation (TR-RCP8.5). The gray shading regions indicate where the land
or the ”underground” grid points (i.e. z > 1 km) have been excluded from the analysis. The
SSTy value has been multiplied by minus one for a better comparison with the EGR’s sign.
The gray dots indicate the regions where the changes are significant at the 95% confidence
level according to a two-tailed t test.
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